DNA recognition of base analogue and chemically modified substrates by the TaqI restriction endonuclease.
It has been proposed that protein-DNA recognition is mediated via specific hydrogen bond, hydrophobic, and/or electrostatic interactions between the protein and DNA surfaces. We have attempted to map and quantitate the energies of these interactions for the TaqI endonuclease by constructing substrates substituted with base or phosphate analogues that either remove or sterically obstruct particular functional groups in the canonical TCGA sequence. The DNA backbone was also modified using a chemical approach (phosphate ethylation) which identified several phosphates in the recognition sequence essential for cleavage. The base analogues, N6-methyl-A, N7-deaza-A, N7-deaza-G, inosine, N4-methyl-C, 5-methyl-C, uracil, 5-bromo-U, and the phosphate analogues, alpha-thio-A, alpha-thio-G, alpha-thio-T, alpha-thio-A, were substituted for their corresponding unmodified counterpart in one strand of the TCGA duplex. The effects of these analogues were monitored by measuring the steady state (Km, kcat) and single-turnover (kst) kinetic constants. Only the N6-methyl-A-substituted DNA, which mimics in vivo methylation, was unreactive while the remaining analogue substitutions exhibited Michaelis-Menten kinetics. In general, the Km was either unchanged or lowered by the analogue substitutions. In contrast, many of the analogues severely reduced kcat, suggesting the modified functional groups served mainly to destabilize the transition state. Single-turnover measurements paralleled the kcat results, pointing to the N7 and N6 of A, the N7 of G, and one of the nonbridging oxygens 3' to T as putative contacts made in achieving the transition state. Substrates with double substitutions displayed simple additivity of delta delta G" implying that these changes behaved independently. The unmodified strand in 10 out of 12 hemisubstituted substrates had a normal kst value suggesting that a particular cleavage center is controlled predominantly by recognition of determinants on the same strand as the scissile bond. These results are discussed in relation to base analogue work from the EcoRI, RsrI, and EcoRV restriction endonucleases.